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]
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]
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qarage second shift hours ]



period over an eight-and-a-halfhour shift. (Tr. 34)
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According to a Company witness it is very rare at night to get a call to have to

provide some kind of service, although it may happen. (Tr. 34, 49)

The issue· is whether the Employer violated the Agreement by requiring

Mechanics to be present for eight-and-a-half hours; and if so, what should be the

remedy?

The remedy sought is a return to the eight-hour period of time to be at work at

those garages where such second shift hours had been in effect and payment for half an

hour pay. (Tr. 7-8)

ADDITIONAL FACTS:

The Mechanics involved in this case are Title 200 employees. At garages at which

there were Mechanics who were required to be present for the eight-and-a-half hours

there were also nine Title 300 employees who are Mobile Mechanics and who are not

involved in this matter.

The Union seeks that those garages which had been second shift "eight-hour

garages" be returned to that schedule (Tr. 20-21); if any new second shifts are established

at garages where there currently are no second shifts, those shifts should be eight-and-

one-half hour shifts. (Tr. 9) Both "eight-hour garages" and "eight-and-a-half hour

garages" had their work hour schedules on the second shift for 40 years or more. (Tr. 21)

'Two garages had both eight-hour and eight-and-a-halfhour Mechanics. (Tr. 30-31)



inconsistent with the practice; that the Company in 2003 failed to bargain about the issue

decisions support the Union's position; that the Agreement expressly specifies that some

That Title 200 Mechanics are neither Shift nor Service employees under the

work an eight-hour shift with an on duty meal period and Fleet Mechanics do not appear

in the enumerated lists of such employees; that Section 202.15 of the Agreement allows
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the Company to establish a work schedule and hours other than a standard Monday

through Friday 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. work schedule for several classifications, including

garage employees; that the Company has the exclusive right to establish the work week

and hours of work for General Service employees; that moving Title 200 employees to

the second shift and clearly enforcing an eight-and-one-half work day with an unpaid 30

minute meal period is entirely consistent with the Agreement; that the Union cannot void

Section 202.15 by insisting the Company cannot require those employees who worked an

eight-hour shift to work eight-and-a-half hours with a 30 minute unpaid meal period

without gaining that right in bargaining; that Section 202.15 trumps any past practice of a

paid meal period; that a past practice cannot modify clear and unambiguous contract

language; that the Company may have knowingly allowed the Title 200 fleet Mechanics

to work an eight-hour shift does not negate its right to insist on future compliance with

the Agreement; that those employees who went from days to the second shift are working

the same amount of time as they did prior to their shift change; that the Parties are

obliged to provide a 30 minute uninterrupted meal period because .of California wage

orders and court decisions; that employees who did not work in the eight-hour garages

prior to the change in Company policy are not entitled to a remedy in this case.

AGREEMENT PROVISIONS:

"TITLE 107. MISCELLANEOUS

107.1 ANTI-ABROGATION CLAUSE



Company shall not by reason of the execution of this
Agreement (a) abrogate or reduce the scope of any present plan or
rule beneficial to the employees, such as its vacation and sick leave
policies or its retirement plan, or (b) reduce the wage rate of any
employee covered hereby, or change the conditions of employment
of any such employee to the employee's disadvantage. The
foregoing limitation shall not limit Company in making a change
in a condition of employment if such change had been negotiated
and agreed to by Company and Union. (Amended 1-1-91) ...

202.15 HOURS AND WORKWEEKS
SERVICES

Nothing contained in this·Agreement shall be construed to
limit the right of the Company ... to establish hours of work other
than as provided in Section 202.4 hereof, for employees assigned
to work which cannot conveniently or practicably be performed at
the times established by said Sections. The foregoing reservation
shall be deemed to apply to such employees as ... shop and garage
employees. (Amended 1-1-80) " (Jt. Ex. 1)

" ... The situation here deals with the change in hours of an
established garage schedule of eight consecutive hours. The
previous schedule had been in effect for a long time, and all
concerned were aware of the deviation. This case is somewhat
analogous to the 'Grandfather' exception common to Labor
Agreement interpretations. The effect of that exception is to
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preserve the status quo of employees that would otherwise be
adversely affected by a change to confonn a practice to the current
Labor Agreement provisions. The Review committee is of the
opinion that this is a proper case to preserve the status quo by
employment of a 'Grandfather' exception.

In accordance with the foregoing discussion, the change of
hours in this instance should have provided for eight continuous
hours of work. The schedule will be changed accordingly and this
case closed on that basis." (Jt. Ex. 2 p. 20)

changed Agreement provision between 2002 and the schedule changes in this case nor
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pps. 30 et seq.) Further, the Parties have agreed how it is to apply in the Company's

New Employees on Second Shift:

that those. newly-assigned second shift Mechanics be scheduled for eight-hour shifts as

had not enjoyed .aneight-hour shift on the shifts they had been assigned from so that their

condition of emplOYment as to those employees, it being noted that the Agreement

allowed their assignment from the day to the second shift in accordance with the
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Agreement. In short, the Union's contention shows that Section 107.1 protects

employees' working conditions, not those of the specific garage locations involved in this

case.

Practice:

The Union maintains that as to the new second shift Mechanics that the practices

of the garages they were assigned to were of such long standing that nonetheless those

scheduling practices required eight-hour second shifts there. Not all garages had eight-

hour shifts on the second shift. Garage Mechanics, other than those recognized by the

Company as incumbents, specifically do not have eight hour shifts, unlike Service or

Shift employees. (Compare Sections·202.6, 202.7 with Section 202.15) Section 202.15

would apply to the new Garage Mechanics as garage employees are specifically

mentioned therein. Accordingly, as in past arbitration cases, a practice would give way to

specific Agreement provisions unless, as in the case of the incumbent eight-hour Garage

Mechanics, the Parties have mutually recognized how the Agreement is to be applied.

The Union contends that Section 202.15 is not implicated in this case because that

Section does not specify meal periods, one way or the other. However, given its silence it

does not prevent the Employer, once it determines convenience and productivity requires

a second shift, from mandating the same schedule for employees moved from day shift to

that shift. There is nothing in that provision which limits such discretion, and practice has

been mixed including two garages which have had both eight and eight-and-a-half

scheduled Mechanics on the second shift.



Accordingly, as determined above, the Agreement as interpreted by the Parties has
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